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learn more at TheGnar.com

Design and Discovery

Every software development project begins with a client kickoff meeting, where we dive into your vision and goals and begin to 

outline the project specs.

When you work with The Gnar, you get a lot of perks. Exceptional, experienced engineers. A completely US-based 

development team. A bug-free warranty for a full calendar year. But when it comes down to it, one thing is our secret sauce: 
our Quality Software, Faster. development process.

We begin software projects with our 4-6 week design and discovery process, which kicks off with a 1-2 day discovery workshop, 

after which we design a wireframe prototype. Based on that wireframe, we develop a visual design. We also create a detailed list of 

user stories, or descriptions of software features that describe the user and identify how any code changes might impact them.

Product Launched
We launch the product to market and iterate as new features are released. We love sending our work out into the world, but our job 
doesn’t end there. We can help you support and/or maintain your product, and once it’s in use, identify areas where it could be better.

3. Peer Code Review
An integral part of our development work is 

the Pull Request (PR), which allows for the 

peer review of small chunks of proposed code 

changes before they go live in your app.
4. Continuous Deployment

Code is verified by an automated build 

that runs automated tests to identify 

any issues before deployment.

1. Sprint Planning
We begin with Sprint Planning 

meetings, in which we’ move the 

highest-priority features from the 

backlog to the current sprint.

2. Test-Driven Development
Now that we have our sprint plan, our engi-

neering team can move forward with its 

agile, test-driven Development Work.

Development 
Begins Weekly Process

(production code delivered in the first week)

7. Grooming Meeting
In the Sprint Grooming meeting, we 

review the top features in the Ideas or 

Icebox column and move any appropriate-

ly defined ideas to the backlog column.

6. Deploy to Production
Once we get you go-ahead, we deploy 

code to production using a Continuous 

Deployment methodology.

5. QA Test on Staging Site
Code is deployed to a staging site. This 

allows you to complete a QA Test on Stag-

ing, where you will have the opportunity to 

review and approve the feature before it 

goes live.
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Kickoff  Meeting

Quality Software, Faster.™


